
Common Challenges

Cloud Posture Constantly Evolving
Cloud environments gain new features at a rapid rate, making it difficult to maintain best practice 
whilst maximising new capabilities.

A Steep Learning Curve
New features within Defender for Cloud often require additional knowledge to implement correctly 
without business disruption or degradation to services.

Limited Resources or Skills
In-house security teams can be overwhelmed by the number of updates in their cloud environments, 
especially if they are already tackling ‘firefighting’ activities.

Low Return on Investment
Organisations not using all available features within Defender for Cloud can rarely maximise their 
return on investment.

Review and optimise your organisation’s implementation of 
Defender for Cloud by leveraging the expertise of a leading cyber 
security services provider. By understanding your organisation’s 
specific cloud architecture, security concerns and requirements, 
our consultants will guide you in making the most effective use 
of Defender for Cloud to improve your cloud security posture and 
support specific business outcomes.

How Bridewell Can Help

Tailored Workshop Content
Our workshops demonstrate the complete capabilities of Defender for Cloud and how it can address 
your organisations specific needs, requirements and goals.

Streamlining Operations
The workshop highlights how your organisations can consolidate and optimise existing security 
technologies to streamline operations and reduce complexity.

Improved Return on Investment (ROI)
The workshop will provide guidance on effectively utilising all Microsoft security solutions available 
under your current licensing to mature your security posture.

Proven Methodologies and Best Practice
Bridewell can provide insights into best practice for deployments based on a decade of experience 
delivering the UK’s largest deployments of Microsoft security technologies.

Schedule a Consultation With Our Team

Learn more about how Bridewell can help you conduct a proof of concept.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud Proof of Concept



Defender for Cloud Proof of Concept - Process
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Bridewell specialises in protecting and transforming organisations operating in Critical National Infrastructure (CNI), as well as those who want the highest standard  
of security. Our team are highly accredited by major industry bodies and have extensive experience delivering cyber consulting and managed security services across 
multiple sectors. As a long-standing Microsoft partner, our team are also experts in maximising the effectiveness of Microsoft Security solutions.

We have a deep understanding of the challenges faced by CNI organisations and work in continuous partnership with our clients to find the right solutions to defend 
them from threats and attacks. 

Get in Touch

 +44 (0)3303 110 940

 hello@bridewell.com

 bridewell.com

About Bridewell


